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About This Game

Story

In the dark depths of a prison cell sits a mythic being, stripped of his powers, all but forgotten by time. Neither man, nor beast,
but closely resembling parts of both.

A one-of-a-kind being, known only as Krampus.
Once a being both respected and feared, serving as the personal right-hand-man of Santa Claus, but also as his opposite. While
the mission of Santa Claus was to reward the good-hearted children of the world with gifts, Krampus on the other hand was to

do the dirty deed of punishing the wicked children. The world was in balance.
But one day, Santa in all of his saintly wisdom had an idea, a change of heart. He no longer wished for the wicked children to be

punished, but rather have all children be rewarded equally. Krampus, for the first time in millennia, spoke up with his
disagreement. But Santa Claus would not have any insubordination, and immediately had Krampus thrown in a cell and his hook

removed.
More than a century has passed since then, with Krampus growing angrier and angrier for every day spent imprisoned, patiently

waiting for the day he will walk free.
That day has finally come.

When a mysterious stanger throws Krampus the key to the cell, the tides has finally turned, and the day of reckoning is here.
With his soul-bound chain of punishment, Krampus must swing, jump, and fight his way up the snowy mountains of the North

Pole, and in the end, enact his vengence upon the one who put him in that dark pit.
Santa Claus.
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Gameplay

Krampus Quest is a back-to-basics retro-style action-platformer with a christmas theme. You go from one side to the other,
fighting enemies and bosses, absorbing souls, dodging traps and pitfalls, and upgrade your abilities. There is some exploring and

backtracking, but mostly this is a straight-forward kind of game.

Features include:

Controller support and Save files.

Glorious 8-bit pixel graphics.

Catchy chiptune music.

Jumping, walljumping, and swinging platform ACTION.

Exploring levels to find upgrades and souls.

Buying upgrades and sub-weapons with souls absorbed from fallen foes.

Dramatic still-frame cutscenes.

Short but sweet.
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I purchased this on a whim to do a Christmas gaming video on it, but was pleasantly surprised to find a competent Castlevania
clone that played well. The only real detriment to this game is the lack of controller support and some other minor issues. But
otherwise, anyone looking for a game with a classic Castlevania sensibility with a generous portion of upgradeable abilities
should be satisfied with this.

For the developers, if you guys will add in controller support, autosaving and go back and fix a few typos, then this will be the
perfect holiday title. Cheers!. First of all, this game need controller \/ gamepad support ASAP. Other that that, I have next to no
complaints. Krampus Quest is fair, controls well, and an excellent throwback to some of the best SNES \/ PS1 era platformers.

C- without controller

A- with controller. i like it but i think the controls should be better, other than that the game is great. Never expected to see
Krampus first come to life as a game through a retro-style platformer but boy is it good!
As the Krampus hyoe accumulated days before release, I was really excited to try out a Krampus game.
I have to say that im really impressed with what I've played so far, it would fit perfectly onto an old NES cartridge.
Only downside is that I wished the mood was darker, seeing as we're Krampus and we kinda consume souls to upgrade our
arsenal, I figured i'd be hearing some more castlevania type music rather than your average chip tunes.
All in all, Krampus Quest is an excellent entry into the forbidden territories of Krampus genre games.
Great job Frozen Rose!
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